
P R E S S   R E L E A S E 

D E C I D E .   C O M M I T .   T H R I V E.  

Experience The MorphoTransverse Method® + The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind® 

  
Please join us and explore the boundaries of the self through trial experiences of The MorphoTransverse Method® + 

The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind®. This walkthrough of both methods addresses the overlap of historical 

ritual/cult with safe spaces, and the effects of relinquishing autonomy for group identity. It looks at ritual as the 

repetition of identical steps that become hierarchies within a belief’s structure, as well as where ritualized athletic 

movement can become spiritual exertions that correct muscles imbalances and trauma cycles. 

 Experience Both Practices In Tandem: 
 

 The MorphoTransverse Method® updates ancient health practices for the modern fitness world. 
DISCOVER THE BETWEEN BODY SPACE 

--all you need to do is BE PRESENT– 
Together, we will turn your goals into results and uncover your unique level of stability, so you can reach 

a superior state of existence. Discover your heightened self as we teach you to unify your spirit and body, 
allowing them to evolve beyond earthly boundaries. 

& 

 The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind®  breaks the barriers between the physical and metaphysical.  
UNLOCK THE POWER WITHIN YOUR GRIP 

Uncover your inner, outer, and expansive being as you learn to look both forwards and into one another.  
 

A R T I S T   B I O S 

The MorphoTransverse Method® was established by co-creators Annie Kielman and Joshua Patterson as a means 

of exploring cult as a belief system both inclusive and secretive. While the MorphoTransverse Method (MTM) 

continues to evolve in many directions, it primarily manifests as “Trial Experience” events that include a 

movement-based performance where viewers are given instructional literature and are guided in both physical and 

cognitive amoral exercises. The MTM model begins with stabilization. In this initial phase, you correct all imbalances 

and halt physic injury cycles on a physical and emotional level. By healing first, you can cultivate a more powerful 

strength. The energy of the space echoes the condensed frenzy of bodies found in group class gyms: with the fitness 

instructor serving as low-level leader operating within a much larger order. Keeping exertion levels controlled, the 

combination of choreographed movements, designed sound accompaniment, and shouts from a seductively 

energetic leader mimic a spiritual drunk, spiked with the coke: a sort of post-modern speedball. 

The Truth Guide For A Beginner’s Mind® is an outgrowth of Christalena Hughmanick’s art practice which considers 

the most common and unending of mortal pursuits - to feel satisfied, fulfilled, complete. Through this Guide to 

Wellness, measured physical contact with sculptures will help participants build a unified and collective intention from 

a space beyond their individual bodies as seen from an aerial perspective. Members of this journey will learn to 



articulate the energetic conditions of the gallery space, understand the intersection of present ethereal value systems 

and will grasp the necessary tools to reach a true state of out of body candor. Objects, bodies and instincts presented 

will escape the constraints of their initially perceived use values, instead becoming pure material when a physical 

action is applied to them. We will find something to grip. In order to make tangible the space between what is sought 

after and what is found, we will navigate the space between necessity and beauty by asking ‘how does one attain 

enough distance from one’s body to interrupt desire?’ 

 

 

 
 
 


